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The jews have taken an extensive amount of rogue moves against humanity.

One was Net Neutrality. Net Neutrality is going to be voted for and most probably regulated and/or removed from effect.

The second one was the incidents in Syria and Iran. Iran yesterday fired rockets on the Golan against Israel. They made full propaganda about it about how Iran has nuclear weapons and bullshit like that. Which is obviously fabricated evidence.

Another thing they did was they abuse people and constantly lie that they are moral. Last month the jews were reported to be worldwide, the number one human rights violator.

Not long ago Facebook aka CIA in a box was also ruined publicly. That may have not yet done anything major, but what these things do is set up the ground and framework for further awakening from these alien species and freeing us from their bondage. The reptile Zuckerberg was humiliated in front of the whole planet for being a worthless lizard that amasses human data for enslavement and a quick buck. This opened a large new page in the history of tech regulation and how and what data are going to be amassed, how and why. Which will be helpful in the future.

They have literally dropped every mask on their plans for war and other things. To the point, every idiot can see it. They brag about it and think it will lead nowhere. But their end of reign will come when it's least expected by them.

Israel will get what she deserves, it's destruction. This is not a joke or a light statement. The enemy is pushing us and attacking us as they always do. They make large acts of terrorism, create and fund all sorts of mushroom groups in the Middle East, and they conspire against us.

That doesn't mean they are going to ever win in the end. They actually are going to lose and everything is backfiring onto themselves. Their greatest hoaxes such as the holohoax, and their religious hoaxes, have been getting so rapidly dismantled that they cannot keep up with the pace of it.

The RTRs need to be continued in the same spirit. The enemy will lose and keep losing. The battle for life ranges on. They may not be entirely removed, but their influence is giving in more by the day.

Physical confrontations don't lead to much on any accord. The enemy is above all a spiritual problem. From a physical standpoint, they are weak, they are alone, they are isolated, and they are worthless. Just because they are on the back of a lion that doesn't mean they are a lion.
They are the Fleas of Judah.

The point is not to hate on the fleas, but to make people understand spiritually and intellectually that the flea is not a lion and that the flea has no right to feast on lions. The flea will self-defeat itself physically when it's spotted.

The jews are collapsing their own empire nobody needs to do anything physical, only intellectually and spiritually. It's not just harming fleas that matter either, as they are endless and they always find new ways to leech and deceive. It's the Lions (Gentiles) to wake up to discover mental and spiritual pesticides. Upon awakening, the flea will be incapable to have hosts to wage its wars, consume its brainwashing, participate to build its world, etc, and finally will die off on its own.

They are fleas backed up with strong and virulent brainwashing of the masses. Break the brainwashing and their influence dwindles.

Participate in the latest schedules and keep up the pressure. This is the key - unending strikes with a calculation that will get the enemy down.


__________________________

EasternFireLion666 [wrote]:

“There is also heavy conflict between the ultra-orthodox and the rest of the jews. Their unity is not what it used to be.”

This is because they are understanding what is going on and what will come to them. Many Rabbis at the top know their plots are finished, but they still hope regardless. The orthodox hate the secular for their stupidity and their negligence in genuine torah, cursing the goyim, etc.

__________________________

hailourtruegod [wrote]:

It's so satisfying seeing hard work pay off =)

ss666 [wrote]:

I was seeing this too but wasn't sure if it was this or something else. It's kind of funny but I'm also glad to see this going on in within their race.

Seems like.. no, what's actually happening for real is that the black race and the white race are becoming closer to their own respective race in a healthy manner
while the poo race is crumbling apart... I didn't mean to make such a gross example there but I'll leave it since it works lol.

It's true that the White race is waking up to the JP and also true that Black people are more proud of their race and have more nationalistic views, which stops race-mixing. However, most of the Black race who have nationalistic views hate the White race and consider Whites and Jews as being the same. A lot of Black people go to "awaken" themselves in the Nation of Islam direction, and this is very very alarming. Our message should reach those communities and get them out of those doctrines.

Unfortunately good cannot come without some tainting at this point. That's true.

There is going to be hatred and casualties on both sides given people awake from a nightmare and they see the face of one another shoved in each other's faces. So there are going to be punched. Ultimately however when people willfully wake up, there will be permanent peace and I doubt anyone will hate any other Gentile for any reason when people fully wake up to the deceitful tricks put on them by jewish propaganda.

The jews are trying to create Frankenstein in a civilization. So while these changes it will not come without problems. However, the problems will always be extremely minimal compared to what if the global israeli slave state of goyim aka Frankenstein was conceived. So step by step things are proceeding better.

Blacks and Whites have every right to self-determination, self-respect, and looking out for their own. If they really do so, those who are serious, will also see (((who))) is creating the fights behind the curtain sooner or later. All great black leaders did see this, irrespective of their 'belief system'.

Coraxo [wrote]:

So, in the end, their deadliest death program itself (islam) is going to be their killer (Iran).. How ironic...

The people there hate them in ancestral memories. They have massacred them and they have done a lot of evil to them. Arabs don't just hate them for no reason, they hate them on a racial basis. Islam only acts as a filter.

It's like what they did to Whites and how Whites tried to whitewash the jewish virus of Christianity. Arabs tried to do the same to Islam and give it an anti-semitic nature, like a cripple that tries to fight the pest that infected them, but is not fully able to.

All Arab nations are fully and ancestrally Pagan. Arabs also have firsthand and very direct experience with the jew as well. Which many other people only get from reading material or observing distant politics. Some people in the Middle East see the jews doing rogue attacks
on them every single day. Israel has wiped out a lot of people in the Middle East than all the 'major wars' there combined in the last decades.
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